
Community Bell Concert

On May 23, the Bells of Angelwood and The Brooks

Rehabilitation Clubhouse Chimers, in partnership

with Jacksonville University, showcased songs

featuring the musicians from both groups. The

conclusion of the concert included a group sing-a-

long of We Are the Champions. Another concert is

in the works for winter so stay tuned.

Save the Date
Angelwood Gala:

Soaring Possibilities

Mark your calendar now for

the Angelwood Gala:

Soaring Possibilities taking

place at the Sawgrass

Marriott on Saturday, August

24. The festive evening will

include a live and silent

auction, dinner, and dancing.

Visit herehere  for more information on sponsorship and

to purchase your tickets.

Summer Camp Starts Soon

We are gearing up for another fun filled Angelwood

Summer Day Camp! Any school‐aged student with

a developmental or physical difference may enroll

in camp but space is filling up quickly. To learn

more about camp visit our website herehere .

If you are interested in volunteering for Summer

Camp please complete the interest form herehere .

Disability vs Difference

Over the last year, Angelwood committed to

updating our website, print materials, and other

communications to remove some outdated

terminology. One of the words that arose was

disability. You may still see it in our literature in

some places because a developmental disability is

a medical term and at times it is important to use

those. However, when we focus on the people we

are serving and sharing their accomplishments and

joys, we are now using the term "differences"

instead of disabilities. We want our focus to be on

the person and the positive unique gifts he or she

may have. We are all different, one from

another. The differences of the people we serve

may be more noticeable. But this is certain; they are

surely more than a diagnosis and we are all more

alike than different.
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